Outlaw Camp Bulletin
January 10, 2015
Just back from the SASS convention! We pulled out a little earlier than planned due to the weather
forecast. We stayed until the voting was done and the results were in. Actually all the business was
finished before noon on Friday. We had already decided to start home Saturday about mid-day, spend
the night somewhere along the way and come on in Sunday. As it turned out we left San Antonio about
7:00 AM Saturday morning and drove straight through. The temperature hovered around the freezing
mark with a light rain until we were almost to Dallas when the roads finally dried out, the rain stopped
and the temperature finally got comfortably above freezing. Interstate 35 had been pretreated pretty
well so we had no trouble with ice on the road. After seeing ice on the road here early this morning, I
think we made a good call!
We did have a few brave the cold to come and shoot Outlaw Camp, scores are attached. Looks like
Tombstone Shadow managed the only clean match for the day. Congratulations! I want to take this
opportunity to thank him for looking after things in my absence. In Tombstone’s note he said it was 20
degrees when they started shooting! I understand they shot all six stages prior to heading in for fritochili pie for lunch. He also wanted to thank Arnetta, Cindy and Verla for doing lunch and desserts. I
always feel like we can’t thank Arnetta, and the ladies who help, enough for doing lunch.
Oh yes results of the voting at the TG meeting:
SASS Territorial Governors Voting January 2015 – San Antonio, Texas
1) Should we institute the following standard for all style/costume categories when breaking them
down by age? The regulations for the base category will be applied first; THEN the age limits.
For 86.86% Against 13.56% Abstain .42%
PASSED
Effective Winter Range
2) Should we change Senior Duelist to comply with that standard?
For 85.59% Against 13.56% Abstain .85%
PASSED
Effective 01-01-16

3) Should we officially acknowledge the shooting category “Frontier Cartridge Gunfighter” as a SASS
sanctioned/recognized category?
For 86.02% Against 13.98% Abstain 0% PASSED
Effective After Winter Range
4) Should the MSV penalty for retrieving a dropped or ejected round be eliminated.
For 63.98% Against 35.59% Abstain .42%
FAILED
5) Should conflicts on costume based shooting categories (“B” Western Men’s and Ladies and Classic
Cowboy/Cowgirl) Costuming requirement determinations be relegated to the Costume Contest
personal/judges?
For 15.25% Against 74.58%
Abstain 10.17% FAILED
6) Should the Category of Grand Dame have the name changed to “Golden Girls”?
For 14.41% Against 81.78% Abstain 3.81%
FAILED

So there you have it! All votes must be 2/3 majority to pass that is why #4 failed if you are wondering.
If anyone is interested in shooting Frontier Cartridge Gunfighter at Outlaw Camp for 2015 that category
will be effective NOW!
I hope everyone is off to a great start in 2015. As you may be aware January has five Saturdays so will
have a Fun Fifth Saturday shoot Jan 31st. This will be the shoot where we will do our 2014 Awards
presentation with a little complimentary Continental Breakfast/Brunch starting about 9:00 AM with
awards at 9:45 and shoot afterward straight through. (Early arrival to register would be appreciated).
Red and I made the trip to San Antonio and the convention with Arkansas Harper and Arkansas Bell and
that gave us a lot of time to visit,(maybe not a good idea), that is probably too many devious minds to
put in that confined space for that period of time. At any rate we have decided to come up with a new
category to try at our Fun Fifth Saturday shoot on Jan. 31. It will be called “All Around Cowboy”.
Subdivisions will be Modern which requires all black powder or black powder substitute loads. Any
legal SASS revolver, double barrel shotgun, any SASS legal rifle. Traditional which will be all black
powder or black powder substitute loads, cap and ball revolvers, Hammered or ’87 shotgun and any
SASS legal rifle. Shooters will be required to shoot two stages traditional (two hands), two stages
duelist and two stages gunfighter style. Stages to be shot in each manner will be specified. If you want
to give it a try and not get involved with black powder like a “real” cowboy, you may do so by shooting
those scenarios in the “Rexall Ranger” category. (YEP that is drugstore cowboy). All Around Cowboy
and Rexall Ranger will require two strong side holsters (no cross draw holsters) due to the
requirements for Gunfighter category. Of course you may shoot whatever category you wish it is
after all a Fun Fifth Saturday shoot!

